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See e.g. The Effects of Cryptocurrencies on the Gambling Industry
See  supra 
See As Bitcoin’s Prices Plunges, Skeptics Say the 
Cryptocurrency Has No Value. Here’s One Argument for Why They’re Wrong,
Blockchain Buzzwords, Changes, and Challenges: EmTech 
China Blockchain Panel
Blockchain is this Year’s
Buzzword- but Can It Outlive the Hype?
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A CHANGE ON THE HORIZON
See Is the Piecemeal Approach to Crypto Oversight Creating 
Regulatory Arbitrage
Nevada Casinos Begin to Embrace Bitcoin as a Payment 
Method
What Major Barriers Do Casinos Have When Trying to 
Adopt Bitcoin
What It Means: Supreme Court Strikes Down PASPA Law that 
Limited Sports Betting
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A. What is Cryptocurrency? 
Cryptocurrency Online Gambling
What is Cryptocurrency [Everything You Need to Know!]
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How Cryptocurrency Price Work, Explained
Id.
Is It Better to Buy or Trade Cryptocurrencies
See Understanding a Cryptocurrency’s Market Cap
supra
Comparing Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Other Cryptos
Id.
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B. What is Blockchain Technology? 
C. Gaming Trends 
supra
supra
What is Blockchain: Explained for Beginners
Blockchain: A New Type of Internet
supra
See id. 
See generally supra 




See 24 Industries That Blockchain Will Radically 
Transform,
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Id.
supra 




After the Crisis, a New Generation Puts Its Trust in Technology 
Over Traditional Banks
Id.
Research: Nearly Half of Millennials Prefer Crypto Over Fiat
supra 
Id.
Value Bet: Las Vegas Evolves to Delight Millennials
See Why Land-Based Casinos Should Bring in Bitcoin
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See How Cryptocurrency is Impacting Traditional Sports & 
Esports
Id.
Tencent: Mobile Esports is the Next Big Thing
See What is eSports? A Look at an Explosive Billion-Dollar 
Industry
Arena of Valor World Cup Finals 2018 Day 1, 
supra
supra 
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2.Daily Fantasy Sports 





Mark Cuban-Backed Unikrn ICO Hit by Class Action Lawsuit
Id.




Beginner’s Guide to Gaming and eSports 
Cryptocurrencies
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See Best Casinos Supporting Cryptocurrencies 2019
See Online Casinos – Where Are They Located and Licensed
See generally Top Gambling Sites Accepting Cryptocurrency in 2019
Id.
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4.Virtual Reality 
See generally Jurisdictional Reports
supra
Id.
 Is Virtual Reality the Future of Casinos?
Digital Currency Could Be Widely Used In VR
Gambling with Virtual Reality, 
Id.
WIR Distributes Thousands of Virtual Coins at World 
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See VR, Skill-Based Games Hitting Casino Floors in Nevada 
and Beyond — but Are Gamblers Asking For Them?
The Oral History of Paul Steelman
, supra 
Id.
Gambling on Virtual Reality: The Online Casinos of the 
Future
Id.
Alto Bar at Caesar’s Palace Introduces Las Vegas’ First 
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Malta, Where Gaming Meets Blockchain





Malta’s Regulatory Framework Attracts Crypto Players, but 
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See Sandbox: Technology Dictionary
, The MGA Publishes Guidelines on its Sandbox 
Framework for the Acceptance of Virtual Financial Assets and the Use of 




MGA Launches Sandbox Test of Cryptocurrency Regulations
The MGA Implements First Phase of its Sandbox 
Framework for the Acceptance of Virtual Financial Assets and the Use of 
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Id.
MGA Implements First Phase of Sandbox Framework
Id.
Guidance on the Use of Distributed Ledger Technology and the Acceptance of 
Virtual Currencies through the Implementation of a Sandbox Environment,
Cryptocurrencies and Blockchain: Legal 
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MGA Pushes Ahead with Cryptocurrency Sandbox Framework
A Sneak Peek into the Blockchain Gaming Market in Japan: Way 
Ahead of the Others
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Regulation of 
Cryptocurrency Around the World
Japan & Crypto – Lessons in Blockchain Regulation
Regulation of Cryptocurrency Around the World, supra .
Regulation of Cryptocurrency Around the World, supra 
Regulation of Cryptocurrency Around the World, supra 
See supra
Japan Games Market 2018 supra 
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C. Macau 
Japan’s Three Esports Associations Merge into Single Entity




Fear of Innovation a Threat to Macau
Id.
See id
See id; see also supra 
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A CHANGE ON THE HORIZON
1. Create a Task Force 
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3. Create Flexible Tech-Industry Definitions 
4. Create Basic Cryptocurrency Regulations Without Implementation. 
Blockchain Laws Tend to be Hasty, Unnecessary, and 
Extremely Thirsty
New Nevada Blockchain Law Explained
New Nevada Legislation Recognizes 
Blockchain and Smart Contract Technologies
Id.
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Casino, Pot Business Slow to Adopt Bitcoin in Nevada,
Id.
See Las Vegas Sands Resolves Laundering Case with $47 
Million Deal, 
See id.
The U.S. Casino and Gaming Industry: AML/BSA 
Regulation and Enforcement
, supra 
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B. Incentivize Blockchain Technology in Gaming 
Anti-Money Laundering in Time of 
Cryptocurrencies,
See supra
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Id.
Id.
The Rise of Cryptocurrency and 
Regulatory Uncertainty
See id.
See generally supra 
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See supra
